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AIR ARMS S400MPR with ULTRA OPTEC 16x44 SCOPE!!, Moving up in

the world of target shooting requires match winning accuracy and impeccable

handling from your chosen rifle. Using an MPR Sporter is the best start any

target shooter could have. MPR stands for 'Multi-Positional Rifle', and whether

you're shooting from the standing, kneeling, or prone position, the MPR will

help you toward higher scores and greater shooting satisfaction.Inside the Air

Arms MPR Precision everything's in balance. The firing valve is designed to be

self-regulating, so as the pressure changes in the rifle's air reservoir, the firing

valve adapts its operation to keep the Precision's shots consistent and right on

target.Power can also be adjusted with the power adjust screw to shoot at your

preferred FPS up to 950FPS!

Seller Info

Name: Pieter Oberholzer

Email: Pieteroberholzer912@gmail.co

m

First Name: Pieter

Last Name: Oberholzer

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 9680

Address: 20 Grossman street,

Wesselsbron

Phone: +27 (720) 636-418

Listing details

Title: AIR ARMS S400MPR with ULTRA OPTEC 16x44

SCOPE!!

Price: R 9,500.00

Make: Air Arms

Model: S400MPR

Calibre: .177
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Condition: Like New

Description: Moving up in the world of target shooting requires

match winning accuracy and impeccable handling

from your chosen rifle. Using an MPR Sporter is the

best start any target shooter could have. MPR stands

for 'Multi-Positional Rifle', and whether you're

shooting from the standing, kneeling, or prone

position, the MPR will help you toward higher

scores and greater shooting satisfaction.Inside the

Air Arms MPR Precision everything's in balance.

The firing valve is designed to be self-regulating, so

as the pressure changes in the rifle's air reservoir, the

firing valve adapts its operation to keep the

Precision's shots consistent and right on

target.Power can also be adjusted with the power

adjust screw to shoot at your preferred FPS up to

950FPS!

Business or Customer

Name:

Pieter

Phone: +27 (7206) 364-18
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